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Summary
Somatic cell fusion and conspecific cooperation are crucial social traits for
microbial unicellular-to-multicellular transitions, colony expansion and substrate
foraging, but are also associated with risks of parasitism. We identified a Cell Wall
Remodeling (cwr) checkpoint that acts upon cell contact to assess genetic compatibility
and regulate cell wall dissolution during somatic cell fusion in a wild population of the
filamentous fungus Neurospora crassa. Nonallelic interactions between two linked loci,
cwr-1 and cwr-2 were necessary and sufficient to block cell fusion: cwr-1 encodes a
polysaccharide monooxygenase (PMO), a class of enzymes associated with extracellular
degradative capacities, while cwr-2 encodes a predicted transmembrane protein.
Mutations of sites in CWR-1 essential for PMO catalytic activity abolished the block in
cell fusion between formerly incompatible strains. In Neurospora, alleles cwr-1 and cwr2 were highly polymorphic, fell into distinct haplogroups and showed trans-species
polymorphisms. Distinct haplogroups and trans-species polymorphisms at cwr-1 and cwr2 were also identified in the distantly related genus Fusarium, suggesting convergent
evolution. Proteins involved in chemotropic processes showed extended localization at
contact sites, suggesting that cwr regulates the transition between chemotropic growth
and cell wall dissolution. Our work revealed an allorecognition surveillance system based
on kind discrimination that inhibits cooperative behavior in fungi by blocking cell fusion
upon contact, contributing to fungal immunity by preventing formation of chimeras
between genetically non-identical colonies.
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Introduction
Complex multicellularity results from a developmental program that leads to
differentiation of specialized structures and requires intercellular social cooperation [1].
In multicellular organisms, conspecific cooperation enhances adaptation to environmental
variations due to the communal nature of produced goods (eg, nutrients in a fungal
colony). However, cooperation can cause conflict due to transmission of infectious
elements and genotypes that negatively impact cellular fitness [2-6]. In this regard, high
genetic relatedness and cooperation correlate positively to prevent exploitation of
communal goods by cheaters [7-10].
The interconnected fungal mycelium is a prototype of a complex multicellular
body. It operates as a polarized syncytium that expands via tip elongation and somatic
cell-cell fusion [11, 12]. In Neurospora crassa, cell fusion between genetically identical
cells (either germinated asexual spores (germlings) or between hyphae within a single
colony) is a fitness character, as fusion mutants show a lag in colony development [3,
13]. Fusion between genetically non-identical cells results in a heterokaryotic syncytia
that contains organelles of dissimilar genetic backgrounds. Although heterokaryon
formation has been postulated to increase fitness in fungal populations [3], it is often
precluded by allorecognition systems that either reduce somatic cell fusion between
genetically distinct cells or cause cell death of fusion compartments [8, 14-16]. These
allorecognition systems reduce transmission of mycoviruses, senescence plasmids,
crippled mitochondria and defective nuclei between fungal colonies [2-4, 6, 17].
To examine cooperation during the acquisition of multicellularity, we assessed
fusion dynamics between wild Neurospora isolates that showed chemotropic interactions
and identified a cell wall dissolution arrest phenotype following contact [11, 12]. A
population genomics analysis led to identification of cell wall remodeling checkpoint loci
(cwr-1, cwr-2) whose allelic specificity regulates whether strains can transit from
communication to cell wall dissolution and cell fusion. The cwr allorecognition
checkpoint displays signs of balancing selection and convergent evolution in distinct
fungal genera and allows cells to undergo kind recognition, presumably to avoid
cooperation with disadvantageous partners during development of syncytial,
multinucleate colonies.
Results
A cell fusion checkpoint is triggered upon cell-cell contact
Previously, we reported that allelic specificity at determinant of communication
(doc) loci determines pre-contact kind recognition in N. crassa by regulating chemotropic
behavior prior to somatic cell fusion [16]. The wild type strains, FGSC2489 and JW258,
are unable to establish chemotropic interactions prior to somatic cell fusion because they
belong to different doc haplogroups (CGH1 and CGH2, respectively). However, these
two strains can mate, and produce progeny able to communicate with only one of their
parents [16]. We evaluated whether post-chemotropic interactions were affected in
progeny of the FGSC2489 X JW258 cross by staining germlings with FM4-64 and
assessing cell fusion frequency when paired with an FGSC2489 strain expressing
cytoplasmic GFP. Of these progeny, 62% underwent chemotropic interactions, cell fusion
and cytoplasmic mixing with FGSC2489 (Figure 1A, top; Video S1), while 38% did not
show cell fusion and cytoplasmic mixing after chemotropic interactions and cell contact
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with FGSC2489 cells (Figure 1A, bottom; Video S2). Of progeny that underwent
chemotropic interactions with JW258 cells, 52% showed cytoplasmic mixing with
JW258, while 48% did not (Figure S1A). Over time, arrested cells redirected their
growth, indicating that fusion was irreversibly blocked (Figure 1A, bottom).
To quantify cell fusion frequencies, we utilized a flow cytometry method based
on a robust post-fusion death response mediated by genetic differences at sec-9 [15].
Isogenic germlings (identical sec-9 alleles) undergo cell fusion at high frequency and
display low basal cell death levels (Figure 1B; Table S1), while germlings containing
alternate sec-9 alleles (but otherwise isogenic) show similar fusion frequencies but high
post-fusion death rates [15]. Thus, introducing alternate sec-9 alleles in otherwise
isogenic strains allowed us to use cell death as a proxy for fusion frequency. A program
that allowed for automatic and unbiased gating and analysis of flow cytometry samples
was generated (Figure S2). To assess cell fusion frequencies in progeny from the
FGSC2489 X JW258 cross, we mixed FGSC2489 cells with Seg11 (progeny that
undergoes chemotropic interactions and cell fusion with FGSC2489) or with Seg3
(progeny that undergoes chemotropic interactions but is blocked in cell fusion with
FGSC2489). The relatively high death frequencies in FGSC2489 + Seg11 pairings and
low death rates in FGSC2489 + Seg3 pairings indicated successful and blocked cell
fusion, respectively (Figure 1B).
Transmission electron microscopy was used to assess whether cell fusion arrest
observed for FGSC2489 + Seg3 pairings was due to failure in cell wall dissolution or in
membrane merger. In samples of FGSC2489 cells alone or Seg3 cells alone, cell fusion
was easily observed as indicated by dissolution of cell walls and plasma membrane at
contact points (Figure 1C). In contrast, in mixtures of FGSC2489 + Seg3 cells, a high
frequency of cell-cell contact sites showed an increase in cell wall material, consistent
with a block in cell fusion during cell wall dissolution. To examine this phenotype
further, we stained mixtures of FGSC2489 + Seg11 (compatible) versus FGSC2489 +
Seg3 (incompatible) cells with the cell wall dye calcofluor white. Incompatible pairs of
FGSC2489 + Seg3 germlings displayed significantly higher accumulation of dye at
contact sites as compared to FGSC2489 + Seg11 pairs (Figure 1D). These data suggested
that a cellular checkpoint is triggered upon cell-cell contact between genetically different
cells that aborts fusion before cell wall dissolution is initiated.
Cell fusion arrest of incompatible cells is associated with failure to cease communication
Members of a mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling complex
(HAM-5/NRC-1/MEK-2/MAK-2) are recruited to fusion tips in germlings (termed
conidial anastomosis tubes or CATs; [18]) and to tips of fusion hyphae [12]. The MAK-2
complex assembles and disassembles at CAT tips every 8-10 minutes. A second protein
complex bearing SOFT also assembles and disassembles at CAT tips, but perfectly outof-phase with the MAK-2 complex [19]. When FGSC2489 cells expressing either MAK2-GFP or SOFT-GFP were paired with compatible Seg11 cells, MAK-2 and SOFT
oscillated to CATs during chemotropic interactions and disappeared during cell wall
dissolution and membrane merger (Figure 2A,B). In contrast, in arrested cell pairs
(FGSC2489 + Seg3), MAK-2 and SOFT continued to oscillate at CAT tips long after cell
contact (Figure 2A,B). These data indicated that germlings with a cell fusion block were
unable to switch from communication to cell wall dissolution/membrane merger mode.
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Cell Wall Remodeling checkpoint is composed of highly polymorphic linked loci
To identify the causative locus of cell fusion arrest, we performed bulk segregant
analysis (BSA) of progeny from the FGSC2489 X JW258 cross. After whole genome
resequencing, a region spanning approximately 1Mb on chromosome V was identified
that showed 100% single nucleotide polymorphism segregation between FGSC2489
fusion-compatible and FGSC2489 fusion-incompatible pools of progeny DNA (Figure
S1B). Using genomic sequences from 26 N. crassa isolates [15, 16, 20], we identified
three linked genes (NCU01380, NCU01381 and NCU01382), whose alleles showed high
sequence diversity among individuals in this population and fell into six discrete
haplogroups (Figure 3A). For example, the amino acid identity between FGSC2489 and
JW228 for NCU01380, NCU01381 and NCU01382 was 75.2%, 73.0% and 40.3%,
respectively (Figure 3B). In contrast, NCU01379 showed 99.5% identity between
FGSC2489 and JW228 (Figure 3B). The six haplogroups were completely conserved
between alleles of NCU01380, NCU01381 and NCU01382, but only partially conserved
for NCU01379 (Figure 3A), indicating recombination between NCU01379 and
NCU01380-NCU01382.
The high sequence diversity observed for NCU01380, NCU01381 and
NCU01382 is a property of genes involved in allorecognition, such as selfincompatibility loci in plants [21] and heterokaryon incompatibility loci in fungi [20, 2224]. To test whether NCU01380, NCU01381 and/or NCU01382 were required for cell
fusion arrest, we assessed the phenotype of mutants bearing deletions of NCU01380,
NCU01381 or NCU01382. Individual deletion strains ΔNCU01380, ΔNCU01381 and
ΔNCU01382 were blocked in cell fusion with Seg3 cells (Figure 4A,B), a phenotype
identical to parental strain FGSC2489. However, a strain bearing a deletion of all three
genes (ΔNCU01380ΔNCU01381ΔNCU01382) underwent cell fusion with both
FGSC2489 and Seg3 cells (Figures 3C and 4B).
To further test the hypothesis that allelic differences at NCU01380, NCU01381
and NCU01382 are causal for cell fusion arrest, we determined whether the block in cell
fusion between wild isolates and FGSC2489 was dependent on NCU01380-NCU01382.
First, we used strain JW196 (same haplogroup as FGSC2489) (Figure 3A), and as
predicted, JW196 fused with FGSC2489. However, cell fusion was blocked between
FGSC2489 and wild isolates from the other haplogroups (JW228, JW199, JW258, D111,
JW242) (Figure S3). But when JW228, JW199, JW258, D111 or JW242 were paired with
the triple deletion strain ∆NCU01380∆NCU01381∆NCU01382, cell fusion was restored
(Figure S3). These data confirmed that genetic differences at NCU01380, NCU01381 and
NCU01382 were responsible for cell fusion arrest.
To determine if all three genes were required for cell fusion arrest, we constructed
double mutant strains ΔNCU01380 ΔNCU01381, ΔNCU01381 ΔNCU01382 and
ΔNCU01380 ΔNCU01382. The double mutants ΔNCU01380 ΔNCU01381 and
ΔNCU01381 ΔNCU01382 arrested during fusion in pairings with Seg3 cells. However,
the ΔNCU01380 ΔNCU01382 double mutant underwent cell fusion with both FGSC2489
and Seg3 cells (Figure 4A,B). The triple mutant transformed with a GFP tagged
NCU01381 allele also underwent cell fusion with both FGSC2489 and Seg3 germlings
(Figure 4A,B). These data indicated that allelic differences at NCU01380 and NCU01382
but not NCU01381 were required for the block in cell fusion. We named NCU01380 cell
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wall remodeling checkpoint-1 (cwr-1) and NCU01382 cell wall remodeling checkpoint-2
(cwr-2).
The morphological or growth phenotypes of any of the mutant combinations
(including triple deletion strain ∆cwr-1∆NCU01381∆cwr-2) were not significantly
different from the parental FGSC2489 strain (Figure 3D). However, although triple
mutant germlings underwent chemotropic interactions and self-fusion, they required
significantly more time to fuse after contact, in comparison to FGSC2489 germlings
(Figure 3E). These data indicated that cwr-1, NCU01381 and cwr-2 contributed to the
efficiency of self-fusion events during cell wall dissolution.
To determine if CWR-1 or CWR-2 were sufficient to induce cell fusion arrest, we
cloned cwr-1, cwr-2 and NCU01381 alleles from JW228 (incompatible with FGSC2489)
(Figure S3). The cwr-1JW228, cwr-2JW228 and NCU01381JW228 alleles were transformed
individually into the ∆cwr-1∆NCU01381∆cwr-2 mutant. Homokaryotic strains bearing
either cwr-1JW228, cwr-2JW228 or NCU01381JW228 alleles were paired with FGSC2489 and
fusion frequency was assessed microscopically and by flow cytometry. Consistent with
cwr-1 and cwr-2 playing an essential role in a cell wall remodeling checkpoint,
expression of either cwr-1JW228 or cwr-2JW228 alleles in the triple deletion strain was
sufficient to induce cell fusion arrest with an otherwise isogenic parental strain
FGSC2489 (Figure 4C,D). These data also indicated that incompatibility functioned in
trans (between cells), as a strain carrying only one allele at cwr-1 or cwr-2 was blocked
in cell fusion with an incompatible strain.
cwr-1 encodes a polysaccharide monooxygenase and cwr-2 encodes a protein with
predicted transmembrane domains
cwr-1 encodes a predicted polysaccharide monooxygenase (PMO), with a signal
peptide, a linker region rich in glycine/serine residues and a carbohydrate-binding domain
(Figure 3B). PMOs are an auxiliary activity (AA) within the Carbohydrate-Active
enZYmes database [25]. CWR-1 shows substantial homology to a chitin-active copperdependent AA11 PMO from Aspergillus oryzae [26] (Figure S4A). Of the 22 PMOs in N.
crassa, four fell into the AA11 subtype including NCU00822, NCU05932, NCU05404
and CWR-1 (Figure S4B). cwr-2 encodes a protein containing two DUF3433 (Domain of
Unknown Function) and eight predicted transmembrane regions (Figure 3B).
The PMO portion of CWR-1 contained conserved amino acid residues associated
with catalytic activity, including the histidine brace and a hydrogen-bonding network
(Figure S4A) [25]. To test whether PMO catalytic activity was essential for cell fusion
arrest, an allele with a substitution of Y159A (cwr-1 Y159A) was constructed (Figure 4E,F).
This tyrosine is strictly conserved among AA11 PMOs and when mutated in other AA
families leads to loss in catalytic activity [27]. While introduction of cwr-1FGSC2489 into
the triple deletion mutant restored cell fusion arrest in pairings with incompatible JW199
cells, a triple deletion mutant carrying cwr-1 Y159A underwent cell fusion. These data
indicated that PMO catalytic activity is required for triggering the cell wall remodeling
checkpoint.
Co-expression of incompatible cwr-1 and cwr-2 alleles within single cells results in
asexual developmental defects
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Our data indicated that cwr-1 or cwr-2 were sufficient for triggering cell fusion arrest
in cells with incompatible cwr alleles. To investigate whether allelic versus non-allelic
interactions were important for conferring this block, we expressed incompatible cwr1/cwr-2 alleles in a single strain. The cwr-1JW228 and cwr-2JW228 alleles were introduced
into FGSC2489 (i.e., containing cwr-1FGSC2489 cwr-2FGSC2489); strains co-expressing
incompatible cwr-1 and cwr-2 alleles produced shorter aerial hyphae and asexual spores
that were paler than parental FGSC2489 spores (Figures 5A,B and S5A). This phenotype
was not observed when cwr-1JW228 and cwr-2JW228 alleles were co-expressed in the triple
deletion mutant (∆cwr-1∆NCU01381∆cwr-2) (Figure S5A). Introduction of a cwr-1
allele from a different haplogroup (cwr-1D111) into FGSC2489 also resulted in abnormal
growth (Figure 5A,B). We used single deletion strains of cwr-1 or cwr-2 (FGSC2489
background) expressing cwr-1JW228 or cwr-1D111 alleles to determine whether cwr-1 allelic
interactions or cwr-1/cwr-2 non-allelic interactions were causative for the abnormal
growth phenotype. Reversion from abnormal to wild type morphology was observed
when strains carried cwr-1JW228 or cwr-1D111 in a ∆cwr-2 mutant background, and in
strains carrying cwr-2JW228 in a ∆cwr-1 background (Figure 5A,B). These data indicated
that non-allelic interactions between cwr-1 and cwr-2 were causal for the abnormal
growth phenotype. FGSC2489; cwr-1JW228 asexual spores also displayed reduced
germination, which was restored to wild type levels when cwr-2 was deleted (Figure 5C).
From the phenotype of strains carrying incompatible cwr-1/cwr-2 alleles, we
predicted that these strains would also show a block in self-fusion. Indeed, despite
undergoing chemotropic interactions, cytoplasmic mixing in self-pairings was not
observed (Figure 5D,E). Consistent with cwr-1/cwr-2 non-allelic interactions being
essential for this phenotype, the blocked self-fusion phenotype was reversed in cwr-1JW228
germlings carrying a ∆cwr-2 deletion (Figure 5D,E).
Mutants that show defects in germling fusion almost always show a block in
hyphal fusion [12, 19, 28]. To test whether hyphal fusion is blocked in cwr incompatible
cells, FGSC2489; cwr-1JW228 cells expressing cytoplasmic GFP were co-inoculated 5 mm
apart onto a plate with FGSC2489 cells expressing dsRED-H1 (a nuclear marker).
Hyphae containing both cytoplasmic GFP and dsRED nuclei were not observed (Figure
5F), in contrast to fusion-compatible pairings between FGSC2489-GFP + FGSC2489dsRED-H1 (Figure 5F). These data indicated that hyphal allorecognition was also
regulated by allelic differences at the cwr loci.
CWR-1 and CWR-2 show trans-species polymorphisms and convergent evolution
Orthologs of CWR-1/CWR-2 were only found in the Pezizomycotina subphylum.
In some species, cwr-1 and cwr-2 were linked, although outside of Sordariomycetes and
Leotiomycetes, NCU01379 and NCU01381 were not linked to cwr-1/cwr-2 (Figure
S6A). To test whether allelic polymorphisms at CWR-1 and CWR-2 were retained in
species where these loci are linked, we built phylogenetic trees that included multiple
isolates of N. tetrasperma, N. discreta, and various species of Fusarium (Figure S6A). In
N. crassa and N. discreta, CWR-1 (Figure S6B) and CWR-2 (Figure 6) alleles clustered
by haplogroup rather than by species, indicating that the age of allelic lines exceeds the
age of speciation (7-10 Mya [29]). Six of the ten N. discreta isolates grouped into three
N. crassa haplogroups, while the remaining four N. discreta isolates formed a haplogroup
that was close to N. tetrasperma isolates (N. tetrasperma and N. crassa diverged 2.6-2.8
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Mya [22]). In contrast, alleles of the highly conserved adjacent locus NCU01379 were
reciprocally monophyletic (Figure 6). N. tetrasperma isolates did not show allelic
differences at CWR-1 (Figure S6B) or CWR-2 (Figure 6), although they are polymorphic
for other allorecognition loci [22, 30].
Alleles at the unlinked NCU01381 locus grouped by Fusarium species (Figure
S6B), while, similar to N. crassa, linked cwr-1 (Figure S6B) and cwr-2 (Figure 6) loci
showed allelic lineages. For example, ten orthologs of cwr-1/cwr-2 from F. fujikuroi fell
into four haplogroups, while four F. verticillioides sequences fell into three haplogroups,
with two of three haplogroups in F. verticillioides clustering with three haplogroups of F.
fujikuroi. Thus, in both Neurospora and Fusarium, cwr-1/cwr-2 alleles showed transspecies polymorphisms, which is typical of allorecognition genes [20, 22, 23]. However,
cwr-1/cwr-2 haplogroups did not extend beyond genera (Figures 6 and S6B), indicating
convergent evolution. This conclusion was supported by the lack of cwr-1/cwr-2 allelic
haplogroups in N. tetrasperma, suggesting that polymorphisms at these loci can be
repeatedly lost and gained.
We calculated the average evolutionary diversity of cwr-1/cwr-2 alleles in
Neurospora and Fusarium, in isolates of Trichoderma harzianum and in the plant
pathogen Zymoseptoria tritici, with NCU01379 orthologs as an example of a non-diverse
locus. cwr-1/cwr-2 alleles showed increased diversity in all species except N. tetrasperma
(Figure S6C), while diversity of cwr-linked NCU01381 alleles was only increased in N.
crassa and N. discreta (Figure S6C).
Discussion
In this study, we showed that cooperative cell fusion is under surveillance of an
allorecognition checkpoint triggered by cell-cell contact. This checkpoint is controlled by
two linked loci (cwr-1 and cwr-2) with highly polymorphic alleles that segregated into
discrete haplogroups. These two loci showed strict linkage disequilibrium and transspecies polymorphisms, consistent with balancing selection acting at these loci. N. crassa
cells that harbored incompatible cwr alleles failed to initiate cell wall dissolution at the
zone of contact and displayed extended MAK-2 and SOFT signaling, indicating an
inability to transit between chemotropism and cell wall dissolution. CWR allorecognition
acts in a negative manner, as cells containing alternate cwr alleles were blocked in cell
fusion, while a strain carrying deletions of cwr-1 and cwr-2 undergo fusion with formerly
incompatible cells. The cwr-1 and cwr-2 loci were not essential for self fusion, although
the Δcwr-1ΔNCU01381Δcwr-2 mutant showed a slight delay in cell fusion indicating that
the CWR system is not necessary for fusion between compatible cells, but rather blocks
fusion between incompatible partners. The identification of CWR checkpoint in N. crassa
will enable investigations into how the transition from adhesion to cell wall dissolution
occurs, a process that is not well understood in fungi.
In the N. crassa genome, but not in other fungi, cwr-1 and cwr-2 are separated by
NCU01381, which was dispensable for cell fusion arrest in N. crassa. Allelic diversity at
NCU01381 is likely due to genetic hitchhiking, as NCU01381 was not identified in the
cwr-1/cwr-2 cluster in other species. Syntenic cwr-1/cwr-2 pairs were only found in
species in the Pezizomycotina, supporting the role of CWR proteins in cooperation and
acquisition of complex multicellularity, which arose in this lineage 443-695 Mya [31].
The linkage of cwr-1/cwr-2 and TSP in Fusarium suggests that these loci could also
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regulate allorecognition in other fungi; Fusarium species are able to undergo germling
CAT and hyphal fusion [32]. However, the fact that cwr-1/cwr-2 haplotypes have not
been maintained between Neurospora and Fusarium suggests repeated recruitment of
these loci for allorecognition. This hypothesis is consistent with observations for sec9/plp-1-mediated allorecognition; these two polymorphic loci regulate allorecognition in
N. crassa, Podospora anserina and Cryphonectria parasitica [15, 33], but
polymorphisms segregate by genus, rather than haplogroup [15].
Nonallelic interactions between cwr-1 and cwr-2 were necessary and sufficient to
activate allorecognition and block cell fusion. CWR-1 is predicted to be a PMO11 and a
mutation predicted to ablate catalytic activity abolished allorecognition. PMOs are
typically active on recalcitrant polysaccharides [25] and the only characterized PMO11
acts on chitin [26], a fungal cell wall component. In one model for allorecognition, a
specific cell wall modification by CWR-1 from a particular haplogroup would generate a
signaling product, perhaps chitin-derived, that interacts with CWR-2; CWR-2 is a
predicted transmembrane protein and could function as a receptor. However, this
hypothesis would require CWR-1 from each haplogroup to form an allele-specific cell
wall modification, which is not consistent with current models of PMO function [25]. An
alternative model predicts interactions between non-cognate CWR-1 and CWR-2
proteins, where a conformational change in CWR-1 resulting from its catalytic activity
leads to recognition by a non-cognate CWR-2. In this model, predicted catalytically
inactive versions of CWR-1 (CWR-1Y159A) would be incapable of polysaccharide
degradation and presentation to its non-cognate CWR-2, allowing fusion to proceed.
Further experiments to define regions of allelic specificity of CWR-1 and CWR-2,
protein-protein interactions, biochemical analyses of CWR-1 from different haplogroups
and genetic suppression analyses will expand our knowledge on the molecular basis of
allorecognition and cell fusion regulation by the CWR system.
By harnessing the power of population genomics, we identified three
allorecognition checkpoints that act at distinct levels during early stages of cooperation
and acquisition of multicellularity in filamentous fungi. The first checkpoint is regulated
by allelic specificity at doc loci, where non-identity negatively regulates chemotropic
interactions by preventing reinforcement of MAPK signaling [16]. The second
checkpoint assesses identity at cwr loci and negative regulates the transition from cell
adhesion to cell wall dissolution. Cell fusion can occur if cells have identical doc and cwr
loci, but a third post-fusion checkpoint can trigger germling-regulated death.
Allorecognition in this case is mediated by allelic differences at two linked loci, sec-9
and plp-1, which encode a SNARE and a fungal NOD-like receptor, respectively [15].
Unlike the doc, cwr and sec-9/plp-1 loci, which function in allorecognition in germlings
and hyphae, genetic differences at het loci regulate heterokaryon formation following
hyphal fusion; if hyphae differ in allelic specificity at a het locus, fusion compartments
are walled off and rapidly killed [14, 34]. The existence of multiple allorecognition
checkpoints prior and post cell fusion in N. crassa suggests an evolutionary pressure to
avoid somatic nonself cooperation at all costs. Indeed, considering haplogroups identified
for doc [16], cwr, sec-9/plp-1 [15] and 12 het loci in N. crassa [20, 22], the likelihood of
productive cell fusion events between non-identical cells is extremely small (~1,105,920
possible incompatible genotypes). Importantly, mechanisms regulating somatic
allorecognition are suppressed during sexual reproduction, as wild isolates with allelic
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specificity differences at doc, cwr, sec-9/plp-1 and het loci are able to productively mate
and produce meiotic progeny.
Examples of allorecognition upon cell-cell contact have been documented in the
protochordate Botryllus schlosseri, where an inflammatory response resulting in allograft
rejection is triggered upon contact between two colonies that lack identity at fuhc [35]. In
the social amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum, kin discrimination is mediated by direct
binding of adhesion proteins TgrB1 and TgrC1 [10, 36]. In fungi, social cooperation and
cell fusion enables interconnectedness of the mycelium, a network where public goods
like organelles or nutrients are shared and transported over long distances [11, 12, 37,
38]. The mycelial soma is vulnerable to mycoparasites and/or cheaters that can gain
access to the community via cell fusion, potentially exploiting shared resources and
disturbing multicellular development [7, 8]. Hence, syncytial organisms, such as
filamentous fungi, rely on allorecognition to ensure clonality, reducing the risk of transfer
of infectious agents and cheaters, and permitting formation of a fit cellular network
consisting of near isogenic individuals with optimized competency to expand, forage and
mate.
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Figure 1. Cell wall-associated arrest is triggered to prevent cell fusion of nonself
cells. (A) GFP-expressing FGSC2489 germlings were paired with FM4-64-stained Seg11
(fusion-compatible, top) or Seg3 (fusion-incompatible, bottom) germlings and
cytoplasmic mixing (GFP exchange) was evaluated. Time point 0 was defined as the
moment of cell-cell contact. Arrowheads indicate the zone of interaction between cells.
See also Figure S1A and Videos S1 and S2. (B) Cell fusion as determined by PI uptake
and flow cytometry. Indicated strains were paired with FGSC2489. Strains with identical
sec-9 alleles: mixed cells show no cell death upon fusion (green). Strains with sec-9 swap
alleles: mixed cells show cell death upon cell fusion (50% is theoretical maximum of cell
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death in this assay) [15]. *, p-value < 0.0001 (one-way ANOVA followed by the Tukey
post-hoc test); n ≥ 3. See also Figure S2. (C) Transmission electron microscopy of
FGSC2489, Seg3 or FGSC2489 + Seg3 germling pairs. FP: fusion pore; PM: plasma
membrane; CW: cell wall. (D) Mixtures of FGSC2489 cells with either Seg11 or Seg3
cells stained with calcofluor white. The mean grey value at the contact spot between cells
(arrowheads) of ≥ 24 germlings pairs was quantified. “Basal” level of calcofluor white
staining was obtained by quantifying cell wall segments in germlings not undergoing cell
fusion (n ≥ 6). *, p-value = 0.0226; #, p-value = <0.003 (one-way ANOVA followed by
Tukey post-hoc test).
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Figure 2. SOFT and MAK-2 oscillations continue at CAT tips of incompatible
fusion partners after contact. (A) FGSC2489 SOFT-GFP (SO-GFP) strain paired with
Seg11 (compatible, top panels; blue line in plot) or Seg3 (incompatible, bottom panel; red
line in plots); the mean fluorescence/pixel intensity at CAT tips was measured. (B)
FGSC2489 MAK-2-GFP strain paired with Seg11 (compatible, top panel; blue line in
plot) or Seg3 (incompatible, bottom panel; red line in plots); the mean fluorescence/pixel
intensity at CAT tips was measured. Arrowheads indicate SOFT (A) or MAK-2 (B)
localization at the zone of interaction; empty arrowheads indicate absence of SOFT (A)
or MAK-2 (B) at CAT tips. Contact is defined as 0 min (time). Plots shown in A and B
show oscillation of SOFT (A) or MAK-2 (B) to CAT tips over time with data from
representative experiments. Arrows indicating “cyto mixing” in graphs indicates
cytoplasmic mixing following cell fusion. Panels show representative experiments; n ≥ 4.

Figure 3. Identification of genes mediating cell fusion arrest. (A) Amino acid
sequences of NCU01379, NCU01380, NCU01381 and NCU01382 from 26 N. crassa
13

isolates were used to build maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees. Black underlined
values below branches indicate length. Branch length values lower than 0.02 were
omitted. Results from 100 bootstrap replicates are indicated at the nodes in grey. The six
cwr haplogroups are indicated by rectangles of different colors. Selected isolates with
correspondence to (B) are indicated with symbols. See also Figures S1B and S3. (B)
Graphical depiction of genomic organizations at the cwr region. The percentage of
identity of the predicted protein sequences from wild isolates (JW196, JW242, D111,
JW258, JW199 and JW228) was calculated using FGSC2489 as the reference. Conserved
domains of NCU01380 (CWR-1), NCU01381 and NCU01382 (CWR-2) are shown. SP:
signal peptide; PMO: polysaccharide monooxygenase catalytic domain; L: glycine/serine
rich linker region; CBD: putative carbohydrate-binding domain; GGCT: gammaglutamylamine cyclotransferase domain; D: DUF3433 domain. The predicted topology of
CWR-2 transmembrane domains are shown in grey. See also Figure S4. (C) FM4-64stained Seg3 cells were paired with FGSC2489 GFP strain (left, no fusion) or the triple
mutant (∆NCU01380∆NCU01381∆NCU01382) GFP strain (right, fusion). Arrowheads
indicate the zone of interaction between cells. (D) Asexual development in slant tubes (7
days) for FGSC2489 and ∆NCU01380∆NCU01381∆NCU01382 strains. (E) Time to
cytoplasmic mixing after cell contact was quantified in pairs of FGSC2489 germlings or
∆NCU01380∆NCU01381∆NCU01382 germlings (self-fusion pairings). *, p-value =
0.0037 (Student’s t-test); n ≥ 8.
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Figure 4. CWR-1 and CWR-2 are necessary and sufficient to induce cell wallassociated arrest. (A) GFP-expressing cells (indicated on the left) were paired with
FM4-64-stained Seg3 cells and cytoplasmic mixing after cell contact (arrowhead) was
evaluated. (B) Cell fusion/death score using sec-9 swap assay, as determined by PI
uptake and flow cytometry, was measured for Seg3 cells paired with cells from indicated
strains. *, p-value < 0.0001 (one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey post-hoc test); n ≥ 4.
Seg3 and indicated strains contained incompatible sec-9 alleles; cell death is a
consequence of fusion of incompatible cells, with 50% the theoretical maximum. See also
Figure S2. (C) FGSC2489-GFP cells were paired with indicated FM4-64-stained cells
and cytoplasmic mixing was evaluated upon contact (arrowheads). (D) Quantification of
cell fusion/death was measured for pairings shown in panel C. The FGSC2489 tester
strain contained a sec-9 swap allele. *, p-value < 0.01; #, p-value < 0.0001 (one-way
ANOVA followed by Tukey post-hoc test); n ≥ 4. (E) JW199-GFP cells were paired with
indicated FM4-64-stained cells and cytoplasmic mixing upon contact (arrowheads) was
evaluated. (F) Cell fusion/death score was measured for pairings assessed
microscopically in panel E. *, p-value < 0.01 (one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey posthoc test); n ≥ 6. Green, FGSC2489 control strain; blue, strains blocked in cell fusion; red,
strains that undergo cell fusion.
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Figure 5. Genetic interactions of incompatible cwr-1 and cwr-2 alleles results in
reduced germination, aerial hyphae extension, colony establishment and a block in
cell fusion. (A) Asexual development in slant tubes (7 days). Genes indicated below were
introduced into the strain background indicated above. White arrowheads show aerial
hyphae extension in comparison to FGSC2489 (green arrowhead). See also Figure S5.
(B) Colony diameter after 72 hrs of growth with color key shown below. Permutation
tests (5000) were used to identify statistically significant differences (p-value < 0.05);
samples within statistical groups are represented by lower case letters; n ≥ 4. See also
Figure S5B. (C) Brightfield micrographs (top panel) of 3.5-hr old germlings: strains coexpressing incompatible cwr-1 and cwr-2 alleles (third image) exhibit reduced
germination. Middle panel shows flow cytometry contour plots of FSC (size) x SSC
(granularity) profiles of 4-hr cultures (red) versus conidial samples (blue). Bottom panel
shows fold change of the mean FSC of 4-hr cultures relative to conidial samples. *, pvalue < 0.0314 (one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey post-hoc test); n ≥ 3. (D) Self
fusion in FGSC2489 cwr-1JW228 (left) or ∆cwr-2 cwr-1JW228 (right) cells (isogenic cells
expressing cytoplasmic GFP or FM4-64). Arrowheads indicate contact zone. (E) Cell
fusion/death scores, as determined by PI uptake and flow cytometry, of FGSC2489 cwr1JW228 or ∆cwr-2 cwr-1JW228 cells measured by pairing isogenic strains except for
incompatible sec-9 alleles. *, p-value < 0.0001 (Student’s t-test); n ≥ 5. See also Figure
S2. (F) Images of contact area between FGSC2489 hyphae expressing hH1-dsRed
16

(FGSC2489 H1-dsRED) and either FGSC2489 (cwr-1FGSC2489)-GFP hyphae (left) or
FGSC2489 (cwr-1JW228)-GFP (right) hyphae, which was visually inspected for hyphae coexpressing GFP and dsRED, indicating hyphal fusion has occurred.
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Figure 6. CWR orthologs show features of balancing selection and convergent
evolution. Amino acid sequences of CWR-2 and NCU01379 from indicated isolates were
used to build maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees. Results from 100 bootstrap
replicates are indicated in grey. Strains of the same species are shaded with identical
colors; light grey, N. tetrasperma; medium grey, N. discreta; dark grey, N. crassa; light
yellow, F. tricinctum; yellow, F. oxysporum; pink, F. fujikuroi; red, F. graminearum;
green, F. proliferatum; blue, F. verticillioides; purple, F. pseudograminearum. See also
Figure S6. Phylogenetic trees of CWR-1 and NCU01381 are shown in Figure S6B.
Abbreviations and accession numbers are described in Table S3.
STAR Methods
Lead contact and materials availability
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and
will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, N. Louise Glass (Lglass@berkeley.edu). Strains
and plasmids generated in this study are available from the Fungal Genetics Stock Center
(http://www.fgsc.net/) and/or the Lead Contact .
Experimental model and subject details
Neurospora crassa. Vogel’s minimal medium (VMM; with 2% sucrose and 1.5%
agar) was employed for routine cultivation of N. crassa [39]. Asexual spores were
obtained by growing strains in glass tubes with slanted VMM for 2 days in the dark,
30ºC, followed by 4-6 more days at room temperature. For matings, synthetic cross
medium (SC; with 1% sucrose and 1.5% agar) was used [40]. Briefly, a female parent
strain that had been grown on SC until protoperithecia were observed – usually 8-10 days
after inoculation – was fertilized with a conidial suspension of a male parent strain and
grown for an additional 8-10 days until ascospores had been shot to the lid of the Petri
dish. Strains used in this study are listed in Table S1. Deletion strains were constructed in
a FGSC2489 genetic background [41]. Isolates from a Louisiana population have been
previously described [16, 20, 42-45]. Genotypes were confirmed by PCR (Phire Plant
Direct PCR Kit; Thermo Fisher Scientific) and/or Sanger sequencing. All experiments
were performed at least in quadruplicates.
Method detail
PCR. Fusion PCR [46] was employed to generate double and triple deletion mutants.
For the ∆NCU01380∆NCU01382 double mutant, a ∆NCU01382 deletion was introduced
in a ∆NCU01380 strain. A Pfu-based PCR strategy was used for site-directed
mutagenesis of NCU01380. Key primers are described in Table S2.
Transformation. Transformations were performed via electroporation based on pCSR1 [47] or pMF272 [48] vectors. Conidia from one-week cultures of the recipient strain
were harvested with ice-cold 1M sorbitol. After two washes, cells were resuspended in 90
µl 1M sorbitol and mixed with 10 µl containing of 1-2 µg of DNA. The mixture was
transferred to 1 mm gap cuvettes and electroporated using a Gene Pulser II (Bio-Rad)
with the following settings: 1.5 kV, 25 µF, 600 ohms. Ice-cold sorbitol (900 µl) was
quickly added to the sample, mixed with top agar medium (VMM with 1% agar, 1M
sorbitol and a mixture of 2% sorbose, 0.05% glucose, 0.05% fructose as the carbon
source; the three last components added after autoclaving) that was kept at ~55ºC and
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overlaid on previously prepared plates containing solidified bottom agar medium
(identical to top agar but without sorbitol and with agar at a concentration of 1.5%)
(containing 200 µg/ml hygromycin B (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or 80 µg/ml
nourseothricin sulfate (Gold Biotechnology), when necessary for selection of
transformants).
Epifluorescence and confocal microscopy. Conidia were diluted to 1.5 x 107 cells/ml.
Strains bearing superfolder GFP (sGFP, hereafter referred as GFP) under the control of
the ccg-1 promoter or strains expressing SOFT-GFP or MAK-2-GFP were used to assess
cell fusion [19]. Other strains were stained with 2 µM FM4-64 (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
for 15 mins in the dark. The FM4-64-stained cells were washed twice with sterile ddH2O
and mixed in a 1:1 proportion with the GFP-expressing cells. Eighty µl of the strain
mixture were spread onto 5 cm VMM plates and incubated at 30°C in the dark for 3.5-4
hrs. In some experiments, 7 µl of 5 mg/ml calcofluor white M2R (Sigma-Aldrich) was
added to the sample. Fluorescence microscopy was performed on a Zeiss Axioskop 2 or
on a Leica SD6000 confocal microscope equipped with a Yokogawa CSU-X1 spinning
disk head or on a Zeiss LSM710. Images were analyzed using ImageJ [49]. For SOFT
and MAK-2 oscillation experiments, mean pixel intensity was measured at the fusion
spot and normalized with a region not involved in contact [19]. For hyphal fusion
experiments, 3 µl of 108 cells/ml were inoculated 5 mm apart on the center of a VMM
plate.
Flow cytometry. Cultures were prepared as for microscopy, but 20% Pluronic F-127
(Sigma-Aldrich) [15] was used instead of agar. After 4 hrs of incubation, samples were
placed at -20ºC for 10 mins, allowing for liquefaction of the Pluronic, followed by two
washes with 1x PBS and final resuspension in 1x PBS containing 0.1 µg/µl propidium
iodide (PI) for cell death measurements. Cell death frequencies for at least 10,000
germlings were recorded on a BD LSR Fortessa X-20. Ungerminated conidia were run in
parallel to allow gating of ungerminated from germinated spores. PI quantification was
obtained using MatLab (MathWorks). A computational code that automatically gates out
ungerminated spores, recognizes fluorescence peaks and employs an exponential decay
curve to fit and correct the data was used (Figure S2). For germination measurements,
20,000 total events were recorded and FlowJo (FlowJo, LLC) was used for analyses.
Transmission electron microscopy. Liquid VMM was inoculated with conidia from the
indicated strains at a concentration of 106 cells/ml and incubated for 5 hrs at 30ºC
(shaking at 200 rpm for 2.5 hrs and without standing for 2.5 hrs). After pelleted by
centrifugation, cells were fixed with 2% glutaraldehyde, 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.04 M
phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), followed by 2% KMnO4 treatment. Samples were then
dehydrated using a graded ethanol series before embedding the samples in resin.
Radial growth. For evaluation of radial growth [50], a 20 µl inoculum containing
5x104 conidia was spotted on the center of 14.2 cm diameter Petri dishes and grown at
30ºC, in constant dark. The colony diameter was recorded twice a day.
Bulk segregant analysis (BSA). BSA followed by whole genome resequencing was
performed as previously described [16]. Equal amounts of genomic DNA from 50
segregants in each pool were combined and used for library preparation.
Bioinformatics. Phylogenetic trees were constructed from MAFFT alignments [51]
using PhyML [52] or Mega7 [53]. The mean evolutionary diversity was calculated from
MAFFT alignments using Mega7 [53]. Conserved domains were identified manually or
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by using InterProScan [54]. The topography of NCU01382 was predicted using
MEMSAT3/PSIPRED [55].
Quantification and statistical analysis
Prism (Graphpad Software) was used for the statistical analyses indicated in each
figure, except for Figure 5B, in which the CGGC permutation test was used [56]. Data
are presented as mean and standard deviation of multiple independent replicates and
individual data points are shown.
Data and code availability
Mapped reads for each pool of DNA used for whole genome resequencing and bulk
segregant analysis are available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra (accession number:
PRJNA504906). The computational code used in this study for flow cytometry analyses
(see also Figure S2) is available at https://github.com/gaberosenfield/Glass-Lab-FlowCytometry-Analysis.
Supplemental Video Legends
Video S1. Successful germling fusion and concomitant cytoplasmic mixing. Related
to Figure 1. Compatible fusion between free GFP-expressing FGSC2489 and FM4-64stained Seg11. An arrowhead marks the moment of contact between the two cells
(defined as time 0).
Video S2. Fusion arrest upon cell-cell contact. Related to Figure 1. Incompatible
fusion attempt and subsequent arrest state between free GFP-expressing FGSC2489 and
FM4-64-stained Seg3. An arrowhead marks the moment of contact between the two cells
(defined as time 0).
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